
Closing open 3D contour curves for automated cutting of topographic models 

Contour curve data for modelmaking is often supplied in the form of open curves (splines or polylines), 

trimmed to the extents of the model.  For making a physical model for example by cutting out sheets for 

each individual contour level and gluing them together, it is necessary to combine the open contour 

curves with the model outline border to form a series of 3D closed contours.  For physical models milled 

from solid block material, closed contour curves are also necessary in order to create the surfaces 

needed for the CAM program. 

This procedure can always be done manually by vertically arraying the outline curve at the correct 

contour heights and then individually trimming/joining them with the contour lines. However, it can be 

time consuming and tedious if there are a lot of levels. 

The following tutorial covers a script developed by Mitch Heynick (SwissRhino and the EPFL) for partially 

automating this process using Rhino.  It is written in Python and will run in Rhino V5 or V6 for Windows 

or Mac.  If Rhino is running in French or German, the script prompts will be as well, otherwise it defaults 

to English. 

The script requires a set of contour curves in 3D at the appropriate heights plus an outer border curve.  

It will not work with 2D (flat) contour line data.  The contour curves can be polylines, polycurves or 

splines. They must at least touch or overlap the outer border when viewed from the top.  The border 

curve can be any shape, but it must be closed and flat (planar). 

The script is “semi-automated” in the sense that it requires input from the user (one or more mouse 

clicks) at every contour level.  This is due to the nature of contour line terrain models, it is impossible to 

determine automatically which side of a given contour is “up”, thus the user needs to click somewhere 

inside the model to tell the software what part to keep.  The script calls the native Rhino command 

“CurveBoolean” which allows the interaction with the user at each level; it is therefore important that 

the user understands how this command works in Rhino (see the Rhino Help on this function if in doubt). 

Using the script: 

1. Verify the presence of the contour line curves in 3D at the correct vertical interval. 

 

2. Copy the script file « AutoBooleanLevelsCrvs.py » to your computer. 

(see instructions at end for permanently installing this script) 

 

3. In Rhino, type RunPythonScript, navigate to the .py file above and hit « Open ». 

 

 
(or, if you have set up the script to run from an alias or toolbar button, type the alias or 

click the button to launch the script) 



4. The script will run.  First it will ask you to select a contour curve collection to process. 

 

   
 

5. Once all the contour curves are selected, press Enter.  They will be temporarily locked.  

You can then select the frame. The frame must be a closed planar curve or polyline, 

but it does not need to be rectangular. 

 

 
 

6. Once the frame has been selected, there will be one last option – to choose whether 

to create surfaces or not (the contour curves are always created).  The option to create 

surfaces in addition is helpful if the terrain model is to be milled out of solid block.  

This option is remembered within a session.  Click the command line to change the 

option, Enter to accept. 

 

 
 

7. Once the last option is chosen, the script starts automatically.  It always proceeds from 

the lowest level to the highest.  The first level will be shown, the height is reported on 

the command line.  It is recommended that you work in Top view for the rest of the 

script.  (it is allowed to switch views inside the script)



 
 

8. The command line will ask “Click inside regions to keep”.  Do not change the command 

line options shown. Left-Click the mouse somewhere inside the part of the level that 

should remain (at the lowest level, this will be most of the model extents). There is a 

preview of what will be kept (dark outline and shading).  

 

 
 

  



9. Note that on any given level there may be several areas that need to be clicked – for 

example the case of separate “hill” areas. 

 

 
 

10. If a mistake is made, simply click a second time in the same place to remove the 

wrongly selected area.  Once all the contours for a given level have all been chosen 

and the preview looks correct, press Enter or use a mouse right click to confirm and 

complete that level.  The level will be locked so it cannot be re-selected, and the next 

higher level will be shown. 

 

11. Once all the contours have been done and the highest level is reached, the script will 

finish automatically.  Check in the Perspective view to see that all the contours are 

correct.  The new closed contour curves will be on a new separate layer - the original 

ones are not changed.   Note that the bottom (full) base layer is not currently created. 

 



 
 

12. If surfaces were created, they will also be on a separate layer. 

 

 

 

The curves and surfaces can be laid out (distributed) flat along the X axis with another script. 

(not the subject of this tutorial) 

If there are any problems with this script, please contact the author. 

 

Instructions for installing scripts “permanently” in Rhino 

A full page of information covering Windows and Mac script installation can be found here: 

https://wiki.mcneel.com/developer/macroscriptsetup 

https://wiki.mcneel.com/developer/macroscriptsetup

